A new method for constructing H(curl) or H(div) conforming hexahedral/tetrahedral hybrid meshes of arbitrary discretisation order is presented. Tetrahedral elements that conform directly to hexahedral elements are constructed, avoiding the need for pyramidal or other joining element types. The effectiveness of this method is investigated in a finite element framework, and some caveats pertaining to higher order pyramidal elements are raised.
Introduction
Numerical solution of full-wave or eddy current electromagnetic problems often call for H(curl) or H(div) conforming discreet representation. Conforming representations have been defined on many element shapes. Tetrahedrons and hexahedrons represent two largely complementary shapes. Unstructured tetrahedrons excel at modeling complex geometries; structured Cartesian hexahedrons (i.e. bricks) facilitate the efficient representation of regular geometries.
Hybrid meshes utilising mixed 1st order conforming pyramidal elements [1, 2] to connect the tetrahedral and hexahedral regions have been presented for hybrid FEM/FDTD PDE methods [3] and integral methods [4] . When dealing with electrically large problems or if very high accuracy is required, the use of higher order field representation is desirable [5] . While higher order pyramidal repre-sentations of up to second [1] and mixed third [2] order have been published, they seem to suffer from spurious modes as shown below. In this Letter a different conforming mesh scheme is presented; suitably constrained higher order tetrahedral elements are used to represent the hexahedral degrees of freedom (DOFs) at the hybrid boundary. Numerical validation of this scheme shows that spurious modes are avoided and that higher order convergence is achieved.
Furthermore, the avoidance of a third element class (i.e. pyramids) leads to simpler program construction.
Constructing hexahedral-conforming tetrahedra
Mixed p'th order Cartesian product H(curl) hexahedral(hex) basis functions take the form On any hexahedral face the normally varying coordinate is constant, hence the mixed p'th order basis functions described in (1) will contain multivariate polynomial terms of at most order 2p − 1. Hence, tetrahedral H(curl) elements complete to order 2p − 1 that conform to the hex-face geometry (as in Fig. 1) can tangentially match the hexahedral basis functions exactly. A new tetrahedral basis that conforms to the hexahedral basis is constructed from linear combinations of the orginal order 2p − 1 basis. Conformance requireŝ
wheren is the joining face normal and w hct i a hexahedral-conforming tetrahedral basis function.
For mixed 1st order discretisation (DOFs as shown in Fig. 1 
Similar expressions result for w term changing if the edge is connected to the ending node of the diagonal. A similar procedure using a normal continuity condition in place of (2) and H(div)
bases can be used to construct an H(div) conforming hybrid mesh. 
Implementation to arbitrary order
the local hexahedral-conforming tetrahedral basis. Defining the inner product
dA and the matrices M K and P K with entries
>, we solve
Used with arbitrary order tetrahedral [5] and hexahedral [6] basis functions, straightforward implementation of arbitrary order hybrid meshes is possible.
The local hc T K matrices are assembled into a global n tot × n tet transform matrix hc T, where n tot is the total number of DOFs and n tet the number of tetrahedral DOFs; order 2p − 1 bases are used on the hybrid boundary and mixed p'th order throughout the rest of the tetrahedral mesh. Hybrid system matrices can be constructed as A hyb = A hex + hc T A tet hc T t , where A hex has been zero extended to n tot × n tot .
Numerical Results
To test the proposed hybrid mesh, the eigen-solution of the vector Helmholtz equation, Table 1 ) suffer from spurious modes throughout the spectrum, while the Graglia [2] pyramids exhibit a limited number of spurious modes at frequencies ranging from about 1/50 to 1/4 of the lowest physical cavity mode eigenvalue. In Table 1 
